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Tudor London 
Rosema y Weinstein 
The Tudor period was one of change and growth for London. The population 
quadrupled and the city established itself as the political and social capital of 
the country. Court patronage and a consumer boom meant that people were, 
drawn to the metropolis from all over Britain and abroad. However, there 
were disadvantages to this growth period; many areas of the city became 
desperately overcrowded and rising prices and inflation made life miserable 
for the less well-off. 

This beautifully illustrated book draws on recent archaeological finds 
and other evidence-including the very first maps and guides to London 
-to describe a dynamic period of the capital's history. 
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Other titles in this series 

Eighteenth Century London 
Nichola Johnson 
" ... a vibrant picture of an exuberant and sometimes chaotic, city ... The text contains a ~ . ~ r r i < i n ~  
amount of information, made accessible through the style of writing, and the incorporahon oL a renerous 
complement of illustrations."- Context 
48 pages illus in colour Paperback £5.95 ISBN 0 11 290448 3 

Prehistoric London 
Nick Merriman 
"How splendid to find a book which, intended for the interested amateur, secondary school student or 
teacher needing a useful source book, contains so much more ... a wealth of v e n  readable information ..." 
- Group for Education in Museums Newsletter 
50 pages illus in colour Paperback £4.95 ISBN 0 11 290447 5 

Roman London 
Jenny Hall and Ralph Mewifield 
" ... maps, diagrams, photographs and yet more drawings are revealed - all in full colour. All the maps 
are interesting but the topographical studies of London excel." - London Archaeologist 
48 pages illus in colour Paperback £6.95 ISBN 0 11 290436 X 

Saxon and Norman London 
John Clark 
"Using a wide range of source materials ... the author paints a lucid picture of the growth of London." 
- British Archaeological news 
50 pazes illus in colour Paperback £3.95 ISBN 0 11 290458 0 


